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Sauce was created with one thing in mind: make comfortable, attractive products 
that encourage physical activity and help you live a healthy lifestyle. Based on 
extensive outdoor and elite athletic experience, our solution-driven active wear 
focuses on comfort, easy care and just-right coverage. Beautiful Sauce prints combine 
with unique design features to keep you moving in style.

Active wear or casual wear, Sauce has you covered everywhere.
SAUCE. EVERY WEAR. 

Find us @sauceactive on social media and show us your Sauce!



The nature of the SANS BAND is to convert otherwise unusable pieces of fabric 
into a stylish, lightweight and low-cost headband. Sans frills. Sans waste. 
Affordable price. One size (designed to fit 6½ - 7½).

MSRP $10.00 USD EACH*; SOLD IN ASSORTED PACKS OF 12 FOR WHOLESALE, PACK SKU 31000

FEATURES:
• Single-layer weight  • Quick-dry athletic fabric
• Unfinished edges • Waste-minimizing use of fabric!
• Tapered back

sans BAND

 

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. Assorted prints only.

From excess to
   excessively c

ute
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skinny HEADBAND
This 1” wide headband is lined with a stretch velvet material that grabs your hair 
and stays in place! It’s absorbent, helps keep sweat and unruly hair off the face 
without pulling, and maintains its shape through many wash/wear cycles! 
One size (designed to fit 6½ - 7¼).   MSRP $17.00 USD*

FEATURED PRODUCTS: SKINNY HEADBAND in sunscribe, OUTFITTER TANK in heather gray.

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 

black 12001 ocean swirl 12047 sunscribe 12066 firemark 12067 rosebrush 12069inkbrush 12068

tiger lily 12074 island breeze 12086 jungle juice 12087

Get a 
  grip!
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Lightweight, comfortable and suitable for your favorite warm weather activities. 
Made from pliable materials, this visor is washable and bounces back from rolling 
or folding. Great sight lines and fits under most helmets. Just grab and go. 
One size with elasticized back (designed to fit 7 - 7¾).   MSRP $28.00 USD*

flight VISOR

FEATURED PRODUCTS, LT to RT: FLIGHT VISOR in inkbrush; FLIGHT VISOR in island breeze + OUTFITTER TANK in heather gray.

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 

ocean swirl 11047 black ice 11055 vanilla ice 11056 spruce 11053 skyward 11054 storm 11064

emerald poppy 11062 inkbrush 11068 rosebrush 11069 tiger lily 11074 island breeze 11086 jungle juice 11087
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Just roll
     with it..



This Sauce original adjusts for whatever the day brings. Pull back the scarf-like 
upper and wear it like a hat for more protection, or fold and tuck for a more 
traditional visor look. Just-right coverage, flexible brim, fits under most helmets. 
One size (designed to fit 7 - 7½).   MSRP $32.00 USD*

FEATURED PRODUCTS: SAUCY VISOR in blue tartan + blue lily.

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 
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firemark 9067 inkbrush 9068 rosebrush  9069 blue lily 9081 blue tartan 9082

BE FLEXIBLE
      & ADAPTABLE    

saucy VISOR



An adjustable cap that’s as adorable and tough as you are. The quick-dry, 
lightweight fabric handles your sweatiest workouts, while the contrast piece and 
millinery detail keep you looking chic. Go out and show ‘em what you’re made of! 
One size (designed to fit 6½ - 7½).   MSRP $34.00 USD*

bow BERETTO

FEATURED PRODUCTS: BOW BERETTO in rosebrush.

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change. 
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LEARN MORE about our innovative, 
solution-based products online:

www.sauceactive.com /saucesavvy

Hey
There

N’GRITTY
pretty

black ice 21055 peri poppy 21063 inkbrush 21068 rosebrush 21069 jungle juice 21087island breeze 21086
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Large phone? Snacks? No problem. The BANDORA has 6 secure pockets to stash all 
your personal items and is tapered to fit your natural curves like a smooth layer. It 
holds everything in place for trail runs, exercise classes, and casual wear alike. 
Available in S, M, L, and XL (see fit chart on website).   MSRP $38.00 USD*

FEATURED PRODUCTS, LT TO RT: OUTFITTER TANK + PEPPER CROPS in heather gray, THE BANDORA in black ; OUTFITTER TANK + HOT PEPPER SHORTS
in black, THE BANDORA in trellis.

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.

Keep on 
    carrying on...
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black + black mesh liner 
29001 S/M/L/XL

inkbrush + black mesh liner 
29068 S/M/L/XL

trellis + black mesh liner 
29085 S/M/L/XL

THE bandora



WE’re PRETTY SUR
E 

THEY MAKE YOU RUN 

FASTER...
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hot pepper SHORTS
Features a 5” inseam for minimal thigh coverage and unrestricted range of motion. 
MSRP $40.00 USD* STYLE CODE PS

Versatile and comfortable with a 21” inseam, these crops are well suited for both 
indoor and outdoor activities.   MSRP $62.00 USD* STYLE CODE PC

pepper CROPS

also comes in a 30” full-length tight. Available for the Fall + Winter season.

FEATURED PRODUCTS, FROM LT TO RT, OPPOSITE PAGE: SKINNY HEADBAND in firemark, OUTFITTER TANK in heather gray + PEPPER CROPS in tribal; 
OUTFITTER TANK in tiger lily + PEPPER CROPS in black; SAUCY VISOR in blue tartan, OUTFITTER TANK in black + HOT PEPPER SHORTS in trellis.
THIS PAGE: HOT PEPPER SHORTS in island breeze, OUTFITTER TANK in navy.

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.
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black
PS 22001 XS/S/M/L
PC 23001 XS/S/M/L

imperial purple
PS 22088 XS/S/M/L
PC 23088 XS/S/M/L

heather gray
PS 22080 XS/S/M/L
PC 23080 XS/S/M/L

tribal
PS 22079 XS/S/M/L
PC 23079 XS/S/M/L

trellis
PS 22085 XS/S/M/L
PC 23085 XS/S/M/L

With quality construction, flat-lock seaming and crotch gusset, two functional lengths 
for spring/summer, eye-catching patterns and a secure waistband pocket, PEPPERS 
are a must-have for athletic women. Available in XS, S, M and L (see fit chart on website).

island breeze
PS 22086  XS/S/M/L
PC 23086 XS/S/M/L



Shorts that stay put! Comfortable, flattering fit embodies both function and style. 
Longer inseam prevents chafed thighs. Convenient, deep thigh pocket and secure 
waistband pocket keep things safe. Available in S, M and L (see fit chart on website).
MSRP $52.00 USD*

fit SHORTS

 Made 
for strong, 
female
legs
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black ice + black
19055 S/M/L

storm + black 
19064 S/M/L

blue lily + teal
19081 S/M/L

blue tartan + black
19082 S/M/L

jungle juice + purple
19087 S/M/L

FEATURED PRODUCTS: FIT SHORTS in jungle juice + purple + OUTFITTER TANK in heather gray.

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.



A versatile one-piece that has you ready 
for anything! The convertible skirt has adjustable lengths to cover your tush while 
allowing full range of motion. Or, it can be flipped up into a cute, bloused cami. 
Comes with a secure waistband pocket. Available in S, M and L (see fit chart on website).   
MSRP $88.00 USD* 

LEARN MORE: sauceactive.com /3capri 

3 CAPRI

FEATURED PRODUCTS: 3 CAPRI in tribal (modelling ruched skirt option) + in trellis (modelling skirt flipped to create camisole/jumpsuit).

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.
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Flip your skirt
        into a shirt!

trellis + black skirt 
20085 S/M/L

tribal + black skirt 
20079 S/M/L



 

FEATURED PRODUCTS: OUTFITTER TANK in black, CHEEKY RETREAT in black + HOT PEPPER SHORTS in trellis. 

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.

A flirty skirt
  for sweet cheeks
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cheeky RETREAT

black 
32001 S/M/L/XL

dark gray
32078 S/M/L/XL

The CHEEKY RETREAT skirt provides lightweight, airy coverage for modesty or 
style. Made from a breathable, quick-dry stretch woven fabric, this skirt can be worn 
over any tights you choose: short, long, solid, print – we’ve got you covered. 
Available in S, M, L and XL (see fit chart on website).    MSRP $40.00 USD*



The OUTFITTER TANK will bring your Saucy wardrobe together. Wear our patterned
tanks to add a splash of color on top, or a solid to pair with your fabulous print 
leggings. The flattering cut, just-right length, looseness and lightweight fabric will 
make this a summer staple. Available in S, M and L (see fit chart on website).   MSRP $36.00 USD*

outfitter TANK

The
anywhere
every wear 
tank!
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black 
33001 S/M/L 

navy
33027 S/M/L

heather gray
33080 S/M/L

firemark 
33067 S/M/L

inkbrush 
33068 S/M/L

peri poppy 
33063 S/M/L

tiger lily 
33074 S/M/L

jungle juice 
33087 S/M/L

FEATURED PRODUCTS: OUTFITTER TANK in tiger lily, HOT PEPPER SHORTS in black.

* CONTACT US FOR CURRENT CAD PRICING. Colors and pricing subject to change.



Top yours with

a little Sauce!
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Healthy is an 
 outfit that looks 
different on
everyone...



SAUCE provides customized gear to retailers and groups all over North America.
We can customize most of your favorite Sauce products!

The SAUCE CUSTOM PROGRAM is both budget friendly and versatile. Several
customization options are available to accommodate most quantities and timelines.

Logos aren’t an essential ingredient in creating your customized Sauce products.
With our FULL CUSTOM PROGRAM, patterns and colors and imagery can be
combined to create bold and distinctive looks as part of your brand/visual identity. 

Have it 
your way
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fall + winter 2017/18

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2017

Bring on the cool..
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WINTER EVERY WEAR... Just-right warmth, just-right weight, just-right fit.
All-weather essentials for whatever a winter day might throw your way. 
Cooler weather... BRING IT ON.



product INFO
• SOLUTION-DRIVEN DESIGNS based on extensive outdoor and elite athletic
  experience.

• COMFORTABLE FIT for active bodies.

• HIGH PERFORMANCE SYNTHETIC FABRICS are soft, durable, and will last hundreds 
 of wash and wear cycles.

• REFLECTIVE Sauce logo aids in nighttime visibility.

•  EASY CARE – machine washable, tumble on low or hang to dry.

• Sauce products are made from stretchy fabrics that have a certain amount of ‘give,’ 
 making them suitable for a range of sizes. Note that our products are designed 
 with active individuals in mind and are intended to have a snug, stay-put fit. If you 
 prefer a looser fit, select a larger size, where offered.

• To find your numeric hat size, measure the circumference (inches) at the widest part 
 of the head, just above the ears and eyebrows. Divide by 3.14 (pi).

• See product pages on www.sauceactive.com for more sizing information and fit 
 charts.

sizing INFO

wholesale INQUIRIES
+ CUSTOMER service
For order forms and all other inquiries:

EMAIL info@sauceactive.com
TELEPHONE (406) 556-2187  TOLL-FREE 1-855-830-5111
FAX (866) 693-6251

9 am - 5 pm MST, Monday thru Friday.
Quality is our first priority. We value all feedback!

made + milled IN THE USA
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IMPROVED, LOWER-COST shipping for Canadians. As always, 
there are NO DUTIES or TARIFFS on our US MADE PRODUCTS.



PO BOX 2026, BOZEMAN, MT 59771
1-406-556-2187  TOLL-FREE 1-855-830-5111
info@sauceactive.com


